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OCTOBER 2015 PREAMBLE
Tree of the month up to 27th is Ivy (see previous month) thereafter Chestnut - below.

Apologies for the late submission, but it was essential to have the Quarter Day (29th
September) wind direction (up to 21st December) included here.
However, having said that, the wind here in the SE (maybe otherwise in other parts of UK)
was in fact E/NE, therefore a cold dry wind will predominate until the next such quarter day
on 21st December (which all my data tells me, will be E/NE again). This E/NE wind
direction therefore corroborates all the data up to now, with the persistent warnings of a
cold dry winter, and, as such will bring cold winds from the near continent to the SE, East
Anglia and Eastern coasts of UK, with further north, cold from Scandinavia. I am stating the
pragmatic facts with no other motive; I maintain my warnings/prediction of cold dry winter
(copious frosts) with precious little precipitation. So the slight delay was well worth it.
Welcome to the October 2015 website entry. Another interesting end to the month, but
one with a massive warning with it too, especially for those who reside in tidal affected
areas; a warning very similar to the St Jude’s storms warning I successfully predicted last
year – but this year hit the jackpot in all categories. Please take note of this warning.
Similar moon conditions to this month – alas with no ‘Blood moon’ or eclipse, but what a
wonderful event this ’Blood moon’ was too.
BST ends 25th, therefore darkness comes earlier in the day. 26th Perigee at 1300hrs followed
on 27th by a full moon (very rainy moon), all covered by a Met Office stormy period 24th to
13th November. Highest spring tides 27th to 29th; and St Jude’s day storms on 28th
(remember 2014 storms?) – it is always stormy on St Jude’s day – ALWAYS.
So 27th to 29th all the necessary ingredients are present for a perfect storm, high spring tides,
full moon, perigee, wet rainy period and St Jude’s storms, more than sufficient warning for
those affected by tidal waters.

One to note: “A cold August after a warm July is said to signify the approach of a hard dry
winter.”
This has worked before and the methodology fits this very well – yet another
harbinger of a cold dry winter to come.

However, not all doom and gloom. 18th is St Luke’s day, a period of calm dry settled
weather (half-term school holidays too) for four days to a week of quite benign
pleasant weather, that comes to a crashing end with storms on St Jude’s day 28th.
True Indian summer too.

I WILL ALWAYS REPLY TO WEBSITE CONTACT ENQUIRIES, HOWEVER SOMETIMES AN
ENQUIRY ARRIVES AND DESPITE ALL MY EFFORTS, I AM UNABLE TO GET THE REPLY BACK
SINCE THE E-MAIL ADDRESS OF THE ENQUIRER KEEPS BEING RETURNED/REJECTED.

Therefore I ask please, if Lorraine Mann, (19/9/2015@1748hrs) with her enquiry
concerning Sheffield would like to try again with a different re-mail address, I have her reply
awaiting here. Thank you.

‘We’ve had a poor summer, admits Met Office.’ The Met Office’s chief scientist Prof.
Dame Julia Slingo has defended its failure to foresee this summer’s ‘pretty
disappointing,’ weather, in a blog post that she insisted that other forecasters had
got it wrong. ‘All the leading models around the world failed to capture the signal
for unsettled weather over the UK;’ as a report by Henry Zeffman in The Times
Saturday 29th August stated.
Therefore I am pleased not be among the ‘leading models,’ since as those who
follow this website will know I forewarned of this changeable summer months ago.
Once again the Met Office has failed the public, whereas the ‘betes noirs and
ridiculed,’ such Piers Corbin, myself and a few others, managed quite successfully
to get the predictions pretty accurate – and if I can manage without any
technology, there must be a massive problem at Exeter.
A further article in The Telegraph Monday 1st September by Sarah Knapton,
Science Editor stated “Soggy summer was impossible to predict says Met Office.”
Really?

Therefore, so, by some fluke, this website managed quite successfully to predict just
such a problem, and not only that but the severe weekend weather over the Bank
Holiday too – all months in advance. So if am amateur with no technology can be
correct, then why not the Met Office?
On an associated subject, Christopher Booker in The Telegraph on Sunday 30th August
had an interesting insight into the Met Office/BBC spat too – well worth a read; plus
too, Piers Corbin offering his services to apply for the BBC contract; for sure, interesting
times.

Indian summer this month of October, St Luke’s little summer, as stated above, half term
too, so take a walk and see what nature is talking about, even luckier you just might see the
arriving redwing, fieldfares, winter starlings and brambling birds arriving from northern
climes to over-winter here, plus too the ducks and geese. A fascinating time, look too for
the white dead-nettles and acorns, sure signs of a hard long winter to come.
I spotted an early arrival, Scandinavian Wheatear this month, plus a couple of warblers.
Some early greylag geese too have arrived too on the local lagoon.

The doom and gloom of severe long cold snowbound winter persists - several headlines 15th
September warning of the coldest winter since 2009/2010 with heavy snowfalls; fortunately
the voice of sanity is heard from a senior scientist who states ‘it is too early to predict then
exact impact that El Nino will have on Britain.’
I have always maintained that all my data shows a long hard cold winter, and why, nothing
has changed my methodology, except to say that here in the SE it will be very cold and I do
not expect large heavy snowfalls. That may well not be the case for other parts of the UK,
where as in the last winter the country fell into three distinct regions weather wise; I
continue with these three regions for the coming winter too; Scotland and the north of
England; Wales and the West Country and the SE and southern home counties and east
coast being the three regions.
Scotland and the north, northwest getting cold air from the arctic. Wales and the West
Country getting much Atlantic air therefore wet; the east coast and SE getting cold dry air
from the near continent, and not so wet as the other regions either, frost being the main
problem.

The ‘dead-cert’ signs of a severe winter are already with us:
1.
Robins staking and marking their territory adjacent to the back door in the garden.
2.
Numerous white dead nettles (a good sign for spring too since tortoiseshell butterflies
lay their eggs here).
3.
Sheep already have thick coats.
4.
English new season onions have very thick skins.
All the above in addition to the previously mentioned abundance of fruit, hips, haws, berries,
seeds, acorns etc, all of which too indicate a hard cold winter.

Oak Apples – I halved oak apples near to the 29th September (very hard to
find this year too) and found that 60% had soft dark crumbly interiors
indicating a damp summer 2016, the remaining 40% had spiders inside
therefore indicating a ‘naughty’ year. ‘Naughty’ in this sense indicates an
uncertain changeable year. So 2016 a changeable year with a wet
summer; to add to this I add other tried and tested data that indicates a
generally damp year, known a ‘cheesy year,’ since the grass will grow well
and the dairy cattle will produce excellent and much product.
There is an interesting correlation here too with the moons for August 2016 –
all are wet moons with rain or heavy rain – once again nature giving
advance information. July 2016 is not much better either. June is best
month.
For the sceptics out there – I have done the basics for all 2016 concerning
weather patterns – it is both possible and feasible so to do; it is the detail

(wind direction etc) that gets added later plus a few other refinements that
complete the methodology.

For the interested: www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDa9HoFvvLo
What you see is what you get – warts and all. The interviewer is Georgina Burnett, weather
presenter at BBC SE – this clip was a pilot we did for a TV programme.
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Edenbridge

September 2015.

OCTOBER 2015
NEW MOON = 13th @ 08.02hrs = Changeable.
1st QUARTER MOON = 20th @ 2132hrs = Rainy.
FULL MOON 27th @ 13.05hrs = Very rainy
LAST QUARTER MOON 4th @ 22.07hrs = Rain.
DoP = None this month.
Highest spring tides 27th to 29th
3rd

Day of celebration after wine harvest

11th

Vinalia Day

New wine testing day. Apogee 14.18hrs

16th

Gallas

see notes for 29th September.

18th

St Luke
weather)

St Luke's little summer is a fine day (4 days to a week of lovely

25th

BST ENDS

26th

Perigee 13.00hrs

28th

St Simon & St Jude Marks the end limit of St Luke's little summer. A rainy day. On
St Jude's day the oxen may play (end of heavy farm work).

31st

Hallowtide
If ducks swim at Hallowtide, at Christmas the same ducks will slide.
The onset of winter and darker time of the year.

MET OFFICE NOTES:
period.
BUCHAN NOTES:

16th to 19th Quiet period. 24th to 13th November a stormy

none

The full moon this month is called the Hunter's moon.
The tree of the month up to 27th is the Ivy thereafter the noetal.

General Notes and Comments
THE Golden month - star of the weather prophet’s year.
The month with more weather signs than any month, but it has no day of prediction.
All October predictions look forward well into December and the New Year.

October has 19/21 fine days, maybe over-optimistic, but usually more fine than rough.
October forecast signs fit well with days of prediction, and should be taken seriously. Best
reputation for long range forecasts.
St Luke usually gives 4 days to a week of lovely weather. (very true) He does however
sometimes arrive five days late!
One can reasonably expect a warm period between mid-September and mid-November.
Feast of St Simon and St Jude signals the start of a very stormy period, and the end of St
Likes summer. It is also claimed there is never a year without rain this day.
Abundance of acorns, dead nettles and thick onion skins in October indicate a hard winter.
Heavy crop of haw-berries and beech nuts indicates a bad winter to come.
31st - Halloween. Has a reputation for being a quiet night.
The garden month - expect downpours of rain.
For every October fog there will be snow in winter, heavy or light according to the fog. Most
reliable indeed.
Full moon in October without frost, no frost till full moon in November. (a golden rule)
If the October moon is born with the points up, the month will be dry. If down, wet. (the old
saying being that a moon on its back catches the rain - a moon on its side cannot
catch the rain)
If during leaf-fall in October many leaves remain hanging, a frosty winter with much snow
will follow. (very true)
If in October leaves till hold, the coming winter will be cold (yes).
Late leaf fall, hard in New Year, (true)
If Oak bears its leaves in October there will be a hard winter. [very reliable]
If in the fall of leaves many of them wither on the boughs and hang there, a frosty winter
and much snow will follow. (proven yes)
If foxes bark much in October they are calling up great falls of snow. (true even in Cities)
(If no foxes or hares in your district watch the sheep. If they cluster together and move
slowly, it is a sure sign of snow). Yes - proven with sheep.
If the hare wears a thick coat in October, he shows his wisdom. (lay in a good stock of fuel)
When owls hunt in daylight, expect a hard winter.
If squirrels early mass their hoard, expect a winter like a sword.

When birds and badgers are fat in October, you may expect a cold winter.
If there is snow and frost on October, January will be mild.
If October brings much frost and rain, then January and February will be mild.
Windy October, dry January; warm October, cold February.
If late October and early November are warm and rainy there is a better chance that January
and February will be cold and frosty. (Proven from local records)
October wet, March dry. [yes if October above average, March will be below average]
October cold, March cold (is more likely from local records). October warm, March colder
than average (proven from local records)
The last week in October is the wettest of the year in southern England and the chances of a
dry day on the 28th is minimal. [official averages]
Observe the first heavy fog in August and expect a hard frost the same day in October.
[check readings]
Much rain in October, much wind/rain in December.
When it freezes and snows in October, January will bring mild weather, but if it is thunder
and lightning, the weather will resemble April in temper.
If October brings heavy frosts and winds, then January and February will be mild.
Redwings arrive mid-October and Fieldfares the end of October.
In October dung your field and your land its wealth shall yield.
The end of summer -leaves turn gold and fall, the chills of autumn herald the onset of winter.
Wine harvest vintage month.
Time of first frosts and final harvest. The greater the harvest, the greater the frost and
snow the following winter.
THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS CALLED THE HUNTERS MOON.
The tree for the month is Ivy up-to 27th. Thereafter it is the noetal.

Mean Max:

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES)
16C
Mean Min:
6.5C
Mean Avg:
11.25C
Rainfall:
92.9mm
Sunshine:
131.2hrs (day = 4.23hrs)

Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages
are, and, of course there will be local variations. Such variations can be found by
trawling the various weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the
Climatologists Observers Link website.
The following figures are for the average
temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at the beginning and again at the
end of the month.
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DATE

01/10/2015
02/10/2015
03/10/2015
04/10/2015
05/10/2015
06/10/2015
07/10/2015
08/10/2015
09/10/2015
10/10/2015
11/10/2015
12/10/2015
13/10/2015
14/10/2015
15/10/2015
16/10/2015
17/10/2015
18/10/2015
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Chandler & Gregory
Barry & Perry

Brooks

Lamb

Buchan

Met Office

Season

1st - 10th frequency of anti-cyclonic

10/9 - 19/11

remains high in this period

autumn

5th - 12th stormy

peak day
peak day

16th - 20th anti-cyclonic

16th - 20th
quiet
period

peak day

24th - 13th Nov stormy

24th - 13th Nov. Late Autumn rains & frequent storms

24th - 13th

25th - 26th northerly type

stormy

26th - 29th high risk

period

26th - 29th high risk
26th - 29th high risk
peak day

26th - 29th high risk
10/9 - 19/11
autumn

